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death note is a japanese manga series written and illustrated by tsugumi ohba. it was serialized in shueisha's
shōnen manga magazine weekly shōnen jump from november 22, 2006 to september 21, 2016. the story revolves
around a high school student named light yagami who finds a death note hidden in a book and uses it to create a

rule where anyone whose name is written on a page will die. in order to investigate the case, light meets other
people who also have special powers, including ryuk, a shinigami who is the one who controls the death note. the
death note is not meant to kill the person whose name is written, but to save that person's soul. death note is a

modern adaptation of the death note, a japanese manga written by tsugumi ohba. the story revolves around a high
school student named light yagami who finds a death note hidden in a book and uses it to create a rule where

anyone whose name is written on a page will die. in order to investigate the case, light meets other people who also
have special powers, including ryuk, a shinigami who is the one who controls the death note. the death note is not
meant to kill the person whose name is written, but to save that person's soul. the term death note came from a
japanese novel written by tsugumi ohba, which was published in 2002. it is the first part of a series called death

note (, death note). in the series, a notebook which allows the user to kill any person whose name is written on it is
given to a high school student named light yagami. light uses the death note to kill criminals in order to avenge the

death of his father, who was killed by a criminal named l. in his search for the killer, light is joined by ryuk, a
shinigami. light also meets four other death note users, including his friend and classmate tatsuki shishio. the terms

"death note" and "death god" are used interchangeably to refer to the notebook.
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the series has sold over 25 million
copies in japan, and is one of the

best-selling manga series in japan.
shueisha has released a number of

spin-off manga, including the
anime adaptation of "death note
the movie: kira's story", "death

note: the last name", "death note:
the 4th note", and "death note:

light up the new world". the manga
is currently ongoing. it has also
spawned a series of live-action

movies, the first two of which were
released in 2006. the second series

of the death note anime, death
note: l's last message, was
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produced by the animation studio
a-1 pictures. death note: l's last

message is a spin-off of the death
note anime series and is based on
the events that happen after the

death note anime series. the story
begins on the third anniversary of

the death note incident, when l
dies in a helicopter crash and his

replacement, ryuk, begins
following the lead of the death

note. meanwhile, light yagami, the
original death note user, has

established a new organization
called the "death note

investigation team" with the help
of a young woman named mia. the
death note investigation team is
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focused on solving a case that ryuk
is supposed to solve, but the new

death note user does not follow the
rules, and runs amok. another new

character in the series is a high-
school student named watari, who
is the leader of the yotsuba squad,
a group of death note users. ryuk's
true identity is revealed, and the

investigation team try to deal with
this new threat. death note: new
generation features l's new self,
ryuk, and his companion, misa

amane. the film also features the
much-anticipated introduction of l's
younger sister, sayu. death note:

new generation includes new
scenes of light's childhood
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including a brief scene with his
father. the film is set to release on
january 19th of 2017. 5ec8ef588b
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